Multiple molecular analyses from minimal cell quantities by sequential isolation and preamplification of DNA and RNA.
Molecular analyses of single or very few cells are often handicapped by low amounts of DNA or RNA from starting material. Specimens like biopsies, embryonic stem cells, or laser-microdissected tissues often do not provide nucleic acid quantities required for robust amplification and verification by diagnostic polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based analyses. A simultaneous isolation procedure for both RNA and DNA from a single sample would greatly facilitate demanding molecular studies. Here, we describe a new method that combines the isolation of mRNA using commercially available oligo (dT)-bound magnetic beads with the precipitation of DNA from the remaining cell lysate. Both types of nucleic acids can then be separately preamplified by improved primer extension preamplification and subsequently used for multiple molecular analyses. With this procedure we were able to reliably gain DNA for PCR from as few as 5 cells. RNA suitable for various reverse transcription-PCR approaches and sequencing analyses could simultaneously be isolated even from single cell preparations.